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Creativity made easy.....
 

 
 

Back Porch Memories is a monthly kit club dedicated to helping you 
 get more pages done in less time without sacrificing creativity.   

 
We know you love to create and we want to help you leave your family legacy  
to future generations.  We also know it is difficult to find the time to preserve  

your memories in this day and age.  With a fabulous Design Team helping  
you every step of the way, creativity has never been easier. 

 
 

Back Porch Memories offers two completely different kits each month: 
 
The Solo ~ The Solo ~ The Solo ~ The Solo ~     

This kit generally features 6 sheets of patterned paper from one manufacturers’ 
product line and 6 sheets of coordinating premium cardstock.  There are plenty of 
embellishments; some full packages and some partial packages.  You will receive a nice 
mixture of products from many manufacturers all carefully chosen to work together.  
Choose this kit if you are a ‘gotta have all the paper in the line’ type of girl and love to 
have many creative options to choose from.  You will also enjoy this kit if you like to 
have extras hanging around just waiting for that perfect layout or project. 
 

The Medley ~The Medley ~The Medley ~The Medley ~    
This kit is actually three individually packaged ‘page kits’, each of which consists of 3 
sheets of patterned paper and 3 sheets of coordinating premium cardstock.  You will 
receive a wide variety of mainly partial packages of embellishments from several 
different manufacturers.  Each page kit is perfectly coordinated and will yield plenty of 
leftovers for other layouts and projects.  Choose this kit if you are a ‘use it once, then 
I’m done kind of girl’ or if you like to try little bits of embellishments before 
committing to an entire package.  You will also enjoy this kit if you prefer your choices 
to be limited in order to complete your pages faster. 

 

{Whatever your scrapbooking style, we have you covered!} 
 
 www.backporchmemories.com

http://www.backporchmemories.com/

